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RECORDING MEDIUM, REPRODUCING 
APPARATUS, AND REPRODUCING METHOD 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present invention contains subject matter 
related to Japanese Patent Application JP 2005-148420 ?led 
in the Japanese Patent Of?ce on May 20, 2005, the entire 
contents of Which being incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to a recording 
medium in the form of a hologram for recording data based 
on fringes produced by interference betWeen an object beam 
from an image representing the data and a reference beam, 
and an apparatus for and a method of reproducing data 
recorded in the recording medium. 

[0003] There are knoWn in the art holographic recording 
mediums for recording various data based on fringes pro 
duced by interference betWeen an object beam and a refer 
ence beam. It is also knoWn in the art that the holographic 
recording mediums can have a high recording density for 
large storage capacity. The holographic recording mediums 
are considered to be useful as large-capacity storage medi 
ums for storing computer data and AV (Audio-Video) con 
tents data such as audio and video data, for example. 

[0004] For recording data in a holographic recording 
medium, the data is converted into image data as tWo 
dimensional page data. The data is displayed on a liquid 
crystal panel or the like, and a light beam that has passed 
through the liquid crystal panel, i.e., an object beam repre 
senting an image of the tWo-dimensional page data, is 
applied to the holographic recording medium. In addition, a 
reference beam is applied at a certain angle to the holo 
graphic recording medium. The object beam and the refer 
ence beam interfere With each other, producing fringes that 
can be recorded as a single element hologram. Therefore, a 
single element hologram is a recorded form of one tWo 
dimensional page data. 

[0005] Japanese patent laid-open No. 2005-32308 dis 
closes an optical information recording process for achiev 
ing a large storage capacity on a holographic recording 
medium according to shift multiplexing and angle multi 
plexing. According to shift multiplexing, a colinear optical 
system is used to convert a reference beam into a convergent 
(or divergent) beam for recording a succession of overlap 
ping element holograms on the holographic recording 
medium for an increased recording density. According to 
angle multiplexing, the angle of a reference beam is changed 
to record a number of overlapping element holograms at the 
same position on the holographic recording medium for an 
increased recording density. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] There is assumed a system employing a hologram 
memory in the shape of a sheet for recording computer data 
or AV contents data. In the system, the general user acquires 
the data recorded in the hologram memory With a reproduc 
ing apparatus serving as a hologram reader. The sheet-like 
hologram memory serves to record an array of closely 
packed element holograms on a ?at medium surface thereof. 
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The hologram reader is positioned in confronting relation to 
the medium surface for reading the data recorded as the 
element holograms from the hologram memory. Such a 
system is required to have the folloWing features: 

[0007] The hologram memory should have a certain 
large storage capacity. 

[0008] The hologram memory should easily be dupli 
cated into a large number of copies. 

[0009] The hologram reader should be available inex 
pensively to the user and should have a simple makeup. 

[0010] The hologram reader should be able to reproduce 
recorded data stably. 

[0011] Hologram memories that have heretofore been 
available in the art suffer the folloWing problems: According 
to shift multiplexing and angle multiplexing referred to 
above, the hologram memories can have a storage capacity 
having a suf?ciently large level, i.e., are considered to be 
able to store data of the order of terabytes. HoWever, the 
system for providing the general user With computer data 
and AV contents data does not require hologram memories 
to have such a very large storage capacity. The existing 
hologram memories can have a storage capacity large 
enough to store computer data and AV contents data Without 
the need for shift multiplexing and angle multiplexing. In 
addition, the shift multiplexing and angle multiplexing pro 
cesses make it dif?cult to manufacture hologram readers 
inexpensively in a simple structure as the processes require 
reproducing apparatus compatible With them. For example, 
if data is recorded in a hologram memory according to the 
angle multiplexing process, then the hologram reader needs 
to have a structure for applying a reproducing reference 
beam at various angles to the hologram memory, and hence 
is large in siZe and high in cost. The shift multiplexing 
process is also disadvantageous in that it is dif?cult to 
produce a large number of duplicates according to a contact 
copying process. Though shift multiplexing and angle mul 
tiplexing are useful for a system With a very large storage 
capacity, they are not suitable for a system for distributing 
a large number of hologram memories to easily provide 
various data to the general user. 

[0012] One solution is to record element holograms 
unoverlappingly on a planar hologram memory not based on 
shift multiplexing and angle multiplexing. Factors that are to 
be taken into account in such a recording process are a 
certain recording density, i.e., a storage capacity, and a 
crosstalk problem. For recording element holograms 
unoverlappingly on a planar hologram memory With an 
object beam and a reference beam applied at a certain angle, 
adjacent ones of the element holograms need to be spaced a 
suf?cient distance from each other in order to reduce 
crosstalk Which occurs When the recorded element holo 
grams are read. If data is to be read from a hologram 
memory Which stores an array of closely packed element 
holograms, then certain identi?cation patterns may be 
embedded in the patterns of the respective element holo 
grams, and a signal indicative of the positional relationship 
betWeen the element holograms may be extracted from the 
identi?cation patterns as a servo signal. Conversely, if 
element holograms are positioned at suf?ciently spaced 
intervals for reducing crosstalk, then an intermittent signal is 
produced from the identi?cation patterns and such an inter 
mittent signal is not appropriate as a servo signal. 
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[0013] According to the present invention, there are pro 
vided a recording medium using holograms for achieving a 
certain storage capacity Without suffering crosstalk prob 
lems, and an apparatus for and a method of stably repro 
ducing recorded data from such a recording medium using 
holograms With a simple arrangement. 

[0014] Speci?cally, there is provided in accordance With 
the present invention a recording medium for recording 
image data as element holograms With interference fringes 
generated by interference betWeen an object beam repre 
senting the image data and a reference beam, including a 
?rst element hologram formed by interference fringes gen 
erated by interference betWeen an object beam representing 
?rst data and a ?rst reference beam applied at a ?rst angle, 
and a second element hologram formed by interference 
fringes generated by interference betWeen an object beam 
representing second data and a second reference beam 
applied at a second angle Which is different from the ?rst 
angle, the second element hologram overlapping the ?rst 
element hologram such that the ?rst element hologram has 
a portion remaining unoverlapped by the second element 
hologram. 

[0015] According to the present invention, there is also 
provided an apparatus for reproducing data from a recording 
medium Which records therein a ?rst element hologram 
formed by interference fringes generated by interference 
betWeen an object beam representing ?rst data and a ?rst 
reference beam applied at a ?rst angle, and a second element 
hologram formed by interference fringes generated by inter 
ference betWeen an object beam representing second data 
and a second reference beam applied at a second angle 
Which is different from the ?rst angle, the second element 
hologram overlapping the ?rst element hologram such that 
the ?rst element hologram has a portion remaining unover 
lapped by the second element hologram, the apparatus 
including a reference beam applying means for applying 
reference beams to the recording medium respectively at the 
?rst angle and the second angle, a reproduced image detect 
ing means for detecting hologram images reproduced from 
the recording medium Which is irradiated With the reference 
beams applied by the reference beam applying means and 
outputting reproduced image signals representing the holo 
gram images, a signal reading means for reading the repro 
duced image signals representing the hologram images 
detected by the reproduced image detecting means, a timing 
detecting means for detecting scanning times for scanning 
the element holograms recorded in the recording medium 
from the reproduced image output from the reproduced 
image detecting means When the recording medium is 
irradiated With the reference beams at the ?rst angle and the 
second angle, and a control means for controlling the 
reference beam applying means to apply the reference 
beams at the respective angles corresponding to the element 
holograms at the scanning times detected by the timing 
detecting means, and controlling the reproduced image 
detecting means to detect and reproduce hologram images 
from the recording medium in response to the applied 
reference beams. 

[0016] According to the present invention, there is further 
provided a method of reproducing data from a recording 
medium Which records therein a ?rst element hologram 
formed by interference fringes generated by interference 
betWeen an object beam representing ?rst data and a ?rst 
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reference beam applied at a ?rst angle, and a second element 
hologram formed by interference fringes generated by inter 
ference betWeen an object beam representing second data 
and a second reference beam applied at a second angle 
Which is different from the ?rst angle, the second element 
hologram overlapping the ?rst element hologram such that 
the ?rst element hologram has a portion remaining unover 
lapped by the second element hologram, the method includ 
ing the steps of simultaneously applying reference beams to 
the recording medium respectively at the ?rst angle and the 
second angle, detecting hologram images reproduced from 
the recording medium Which is irradiated With the reference 
beams and outputting reproduced image signals representing 
the hologram images, reading the reproduced image signals 
representing the hologram images Which are detected, 
detecting scanning times for scanning the element holo 
grams recorded in the recording medium from the repro 
duced image signals Which are read, and applying the 
reference beams at the respective angles corresponding to 
the element holograms at the scanning times Which are 
detected, and detecting and reproducing hologram images 
from the recording medium in response to the applied 
reference beams. 

[0017] The reproducing apparatus reads element holo 
grams each representing tWo-dimensional page data from 
the hologram recording medium to provide reproduced data. 
The recording medium, the recording apparatus, and the 
recording method according to the present invention make it 
possible to provide a storage medium system having a 
relatively large storage capacity for providing computer data 
and AV contents data. As the distance betWeen element 
holograms is reduced, the recording density is increased. If 
the reference beam spot is greater than an element hologram 
in reproducing recorded data therefrom, then a reproduced 
image of an adjacent element hologram tends to be also 
detected, resulting in crosstalk. Attention is draWn to the fact 
that a reproduced image of a recorded element hologram is 
obtained from a hologram memory When a reference beam 
is applied to the element hologram at the same angle as When 
a reference beam is applied to record the element hologram. 
If element holograms recorded by recording reference 
beams applied at different angles are positioned adjacent to 
each other in the hologram recording medium, then the 
recording density can be increased While reducing crosstalk 
betWeen the adjacent element holograms. Speci?cally, the 
recording density is increased and the crosstalk is reduced if 
element holograms of different types ranging from the ?rst 
type to the nth type are successively recorded in overlapping 
relation With each element hologram having an unoverlap 
ping area not overlapping other element holograms. The 
reproducing apparatus for reading data from the hologram 
recording medium With the element holograms being thus 
recorded therein has a plurality of reference beam applying 
means for applying a plurality of reference beams, and 
controls the times to energiZe the reference beam applying 
means to read crosstalk-free or loW-crosstalk signals from 
the element holograms. The reproducing apparatus is also 
capable of detecting signals representing the positional 
relationship betWeen the element holograms and generating 
an appropriate timing signal. 
[0018] Since the hologram recording medium according to 
the present invention can greatly reduce crosstalk from 
adjacent element holograms, the hologram recording 
medium may be constructed as a high-density hologram 
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array and allow a servo signal indicative of the distance 
betWeen adjacent element holograms, the direction thereof, 
and scanning times thereof to be read With ease. Because the 
reproducing apparatus has the plural reference beam apply 
ing means for applying a plurality of reference beams, and 
controls the times to energiZe the reference beam applying 
means to read crosstalk-free or loW-crosstalk signals from 
the element holograms. As the reproducing apparatus is also 
capable of detecting signals representing the positional 
relationship betWeen the element holograms, it can generate 
an appropriate timing signal. The hologram recording 
medium With the element holograms recorded therein 
according to the present invention can easily be duplicated 
into a large number of copies according to a contact copying 
process. 

[0019] According to the present invention, therefore, the 
hologram recording medium can have a certain large storage 
capacity and can easily be duplicated into a large number of 
copies, the reproducing apparatus can have a simple makeup 
and is able to reproduce recorded data stably. The reproduc 
ing apparatus is suitable for use in a system Wherein com 
puter data and AV contents data are recorded in the hologram 
recording medium, such hologram recording mediums are 
Widely distributed, and the general user acquires the data 
recorded in the hologram recording medium using the 
reproducing apparatus. 

[0020] The above and other objects, features, and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become apparent from the 
folloWing description When taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings Which illustrate preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention by Way of example. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] FIG. 1A is a schematic vieW shoWing the prin 
ciples of a recording process of a hologram memory accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0022] FIG. 1B is a schematic vieW shoWing the prin 
ciples of a reproducing process of the hologram memory 
according to the embodiment of the present invention; 

[0023] FIG. 2A is a schematic vieW shoWing a recording 
process Which employs a ?rst reference beam for recording 
data in the hologram memory according to the embodiment; 

[0024] FIG. 2B is a schematic vieW shoWing a recording 
process Which employs a second reference beam for record 
ing data in the hologram memory according to the embodi 
ment; 

[0025] FIG. 2C is a schematic vieW shoWing the manner 
in Which data are divided into blocks When the data is 
recorded in the hologram memory according to the embodi 
ment; 

[0026] FIG. 3A is a schematic vieW shoWing a linear array 
of element holograms recorded in the hologram memory 
according to the embodiment; 

[0027] FIG. 3B is a schematic vieW shoWing a tWo 
dimensional array of element holograms recorded in the 
hologram memory according to the embodiment; 

[0028] FIG. 4A is a schematic vieW shoWing the relation 
ship betWeen element holograms recorded in the hologram 
memory according to the embodiment and a ?rst reproduc 
ing reference beam spot; 
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[0029] FIG. 4B is a schematic vieW shoWing the relation 
ship betWeen element holograms recorded in the hologram 
memory according to the embodiment and a second repro 
ducing reference beam spot; 

[0030] FIG. 5A is a schematic vieW shoWing the manner 
in Which data is reproduced by a ?rst reference beam When 
the hologram memory according to the embodiment oper 
ates in a data reproducing mode; 

[0031] FIG. 5B is a schematic vieW shoWing the manner 
in Which data is reproduced by a second reference beam 
When the hologram memory according to the embodiment 
operates in the data reproducing mode; 

[0032] FIG. 6A is a schematic vieW shoWing a tWo 
dimensional array of element holograms recorded in a 
hologram memory according to another embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0033] FIG. 6B is a schematic vieW shoWing the relation 
ship element holograms in the hologram memory according 
to the other embodiment and a reference beam spot; 

[0034] FIG. 6C is a schematic vieW shoWing the layout of 
identi?cation information reproduced from element holo 
grams in the hologram memory according to the other 
embodiment; 

[0035] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a hologram reader 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0036] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a reproducing sequence of 
the hologram reader according to the embodiment; 

[0037] FIG. 9A is a schematic vieW of a linear array of 
element holograms to be reproduced by the hologram reader 
according to the embodiment; 

[0038] FIG. 9B is a diagram shoWing a signal produced as 
an image signal at the upper left corner of a reproduced 
image on an imager 5 When the hologram reader according 
to the embodiment operates to reproduce the element holo 
grams; 

[0039] FIG. 9C is a diagram shoWing a signal produced as 
an image signal at the loWer left comer of the reproduced 
image on the imager 5 When the hologram reader according 
to the embodiment operates to reproduce the element holo 
grams; 

[0040] FIG. 9D is a diagram shoWing a signal produced as 
the difference betWeen the signal shoWn in FIG. 9B and the 
signal shoWn in FIG. 9C When the hologram reader accord 
ing to the embodiment operates to reproduce the element 
holograms; 

[0041] FIG. 9E is a diagram shoWing times at Which a 
reference beam is applied at a ?rst angle When the hologram 
reader according to the embodiment operates to reproduce 
the element holograms; 

[0042] FIG. 9F is a diagram shoWing times at Which a 
reference beam is applied at a second angle When the 
hologram reader according to the embodiment operates to 
reproduce the element holograms; 

[0043] FIG. 9G is a diagram shoWing times at Which 
reference beams are applied When the hologram reader 
according to the embodiment operates to reproduce the 
element holograms; and 
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[0044] FIG. 9H is a diagram showing times at which data 
is read when the hologram reader according to the embodi 
ment operates to reproduce the element holograms. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0045] The embodiments of the present invention will be 
described below in the following order of topics: 

[0046] [1. Recording and reproducing process of holo 
gram memory] 

[0047] [2. Hologram memory according to the embodi 
ment] 
[0048] [3. Reproducing apparatus arrangement] 

[0049] [4. Reproducing operation on hologram memory] 

[1. Recording and Reproducing Process of Hologram 
Memory] 
[0050] A basic recording and reproducing process of a 
hologram memory 3 according to an embodiment will be 
described below with reference to FIGS. 1A and 1B. FIG. 
1A shows the manner in which data is recorded in the 
hologram memory 3. The data to be recorded is converted 
into image data in the form of a two-dimensional bar code, 
for example, as shown, and displayed as a two-dimensional 
page data image on a liquid crystal panel 1. When a laser 
beam L1 output from a predetermined light source and 
converted into a parallel beam passes through the liquid 
crystal panel 1 with the two-dimensional page data image 
being displayed thereon, it is converted into an object beam 
L2 representing the two-dimensional page data image. The 
object beam L2 is focused by a condenser lens 2 into a spot 
on the hologram memory 3. At this time, the hologram 
memory 3 is irradiated with a recording reference beam L3 
at a certain angle. The object beam L2 and the reference 
beam L3 interfere with each other, producing interference 
fringes which are recorded as an element hologram. With the 
condenser lens 2 being used, the data recorded as the 
element hologram is represented by a Fourier image of the 
recorded data according to the Fourier transform action of 
the condenser lens 2. 

[0051] The element hologram recorded in the hologram 
memory 3 is reproduced as shown in FIG. 1B. A collimator 
lens 4 and an imager 5 shown in FIG. 1B are provided in a 
reproducing apparatus that serves as a hologram reader. The 
hologram memory 3 is irradiated with a reproducing refer 
ence beam L4 at the same angle as when the element 
hologram recorded in the hologram memory 3. When the 
hologram memory 3 is irradiated with the reproducing 
reference beam L4, it produces a reproduced image recorded 
as the element hologram. Speci?cally, the two-dimensional 
page data image appears at a position which is in conjugate 
relationship to the liquid crystal panel 1 used for recording 
the element hologram. The two-dimensional page data 
image that has appeared is read by the imager 5. Speci?cally, 
a reproduced image beam L5 from the hologram memory 3 
is converted by the collimator lens 4 into a parallel beam, 
which is applied to the imager 5 that includes a CCD 
imaging device array or a CMOS imaging device array. 
Since the Fourier image on the hologram memory 3 is 
inversely Fourier-transformed by the collimator lens 4 into 
a two-dimensional page data image, the reproduced image 
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as the two-dimensional page data image is read by the 
imager 5. The imager 5 generates a reproduced image signal 
as an electric signal depending on the reproduced image. 
The reproduced image signal is decoded into the original 
data, i.e., the data prior to being converted into the two 
dimensional page data for recording. 

[2. Hologram Memory According to the Embodiment] 

[0052] The hologram memory 3 according to the present 
embodiment which performs the above basic recording and 
reproducing process will be described below. FIGS. 2A 
through 2C show the manner in which data is recorded. For 
recording data, a recording optical system is provided which 
includes light sources and optical system components, not 
shown, other than the liquid crystal panel 1 and the con 
denser lens 2. Recording reference beams L3A, L3B from 
light source positions 6A, 6B are applied at respective 
different angles to the hologram memory 3. The light source 
positions 6A, 6B are positions from which reference beams 
are applied to the hologram memory 3 by the recording 
optical system, and do not require respective different light 
source devices to be disposed in those positions. 

[0053] According to the embodiment, data to be recorded, 
each in the form of a data block as two-dimensional page 
data, are successively sorted alternately as data of a ?rst type 
(data Da) and data of a second type (data Db). For example, 
as shown in FIG. 2C, recording data as computer data or AV 
contents data are divided into data blocks BLK each made 
up of given bytes (X bytes), and each of the data blocks BLK 
is encoded into two-dimensional page data so as to be ?nally 
recorded as an element hologram in the hologram memory 
3. When the data blocks BLK are encoded into two-dimen 
sional page data, they are sorted alternately as data of the 
?rst type and data of the second type such that the ?rst data 
block BLK of X bytes is sorted as data Da, the second data 
block BLK as data Db, the third data block BLK as data Da, 
etc. The data blocks BLK may not necessarily be sorted in 
a certain sequence. When the data Da is encoded into 
two-dimensional page data, as shown in FIG. 2A, a white 
area Wa and a black area Ba are provided as identi?cation 
marks respectively in upper and lower left corners of an 
image represented by the data Da. When the data Db is 
encoded into two-dimensional page data, as shown in FIG. 
2B, a black area Bb and a white area Wb are provided as 
identi?cation marks respectively in the upper and lower left 
corners of an image represented by the data Db. 

[0054] At the time of recording the data of the data block 
BLK sorted as data Da, as shown in FIG. 2A, the two 
dimensional page data of the data Da is supplied to the liquid 
crystal panel 1, which displays a two-dimensional page data 
image. At this time, the object light L2 representing the 
two-dimensional page data image passes through the liquid 
crystal panel 1 and is focused by the condenser lens 2 as a 
beam spot onto the hologram memory 3. At this time, a 
recording reference beam L3A is applied from the light 
source position 6A at a ?rst angle to the hologram memory 
3. The recording reference beam L3A and the object beam 
L2 interfere with each other, producing interference fringes 
that are recorded as an element hologram with regard to the 
data Da (an element hologram of a ?rst type) in the holo 
gram memory 3. 

[0055] At the time of recording the data of the data block 
BLK sorted as data Db, as shown in FIG. 2B, the two 
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dimensional page data of the data Db is supplied to the liquid 
crystal panel 1, Which displays a tWo-dimensional page data 
image. At this time, the object light L2 representing the 
tWo-dimensional page data image passes through the liquid 
crystal panel 1 and is focused by the condenser lens 2 as a 
beam spot onto the hologram memory 3. At this time, a 
recording reference beam L3B is applied from the light 
source position 6B at a second angle to the hologram 
memory 3. The recording reference beam L3B and the 
object beam L2 interfere With each other, producing inter 
ference fringes that are recorded as an element hologram 
With regard to the data Db (an element hologram of a second 
type) in the hologram memory 3. 

[0056] In this manner, the data Da, Db are alternately 
recorded in the hologram memory 3 While the recording 
reference beams L3A, L3B are being alternately applied to 
the hologram memory 3. At this time, the hologram memory 
3 (hologram material) is positionally displaced (or the 
recording optical mechanism is positionally displaced) by a 
displacing mechanism, not shoWn, to record successive 
element holograms at slightly displaced positions on the 
surface of the hologram memory 3. Therefore, element 
holograms of the ?rst type With regard to the data Da and 
element holograms of the second type With regard to the data 
Db are successively recorded in the hologram memory 3 
With the element holograms of the ?rst and second types 
partly overlapping and unoverlapping each other. 

[0057] FIG. 3A shoWs the manner in Which element 
holograms 8A of the ?rst type based on the data Da and 
element holograms 8B of the second type based on the data 
Db are successively recorded in a linear array in the holo 
gram memory 3. When the element holograms 8A, 8B are 
successively recorded in the hologram memory 3, the beam 
spot of the object beam L2 applied to the hologram memory 
3 and the hologram memory 3 are relatively displaced by a 
distance d1 at a time. At this time, adjacent ones of the 
element holograms 8A, 8B overlap each other in an over 
lapping area W and have respective unoverlapping areas 
NWa, NWb. The unoverlapping area NWa of each element 
hologram 8A does not overlap an adjacent element hologram 
8B, and the unoverlapping area NWb of each element 
hologram 8b does not overlap an adjacent element hologram 
8A. 

[0058] For recording element holograms 8A, 8B as shoWn 
in FIG. 3A on the tWo-dimensional surface of the hologram 
memory 3, the element holograms 8A, 8B are produced in 
successive roWs spaced by a distance d2 as shoWn in FIG. 
3B, such that adjacent ones of the element holograms 8A, 8B 
in each roW overlap each other in the overlapping area W 
and have the respective unoverlapping areas NWa, NWb. It 
is preferable that the element holograms 8A, 8B in adjacent 
ones of roWs be held out of alignment With each other, i.e., 
element holograms of identical types be not positioned 
adjacent to each other vertically in FIG. 3B. 

[0059] If the hologram memory 3 is in the form ofa disc 
for recording element holograms 8A, 8B along circumfer 
ential tracks on the hologram memory 3, then the element 
holograms 8A, 8B may be recorded in the format shoWn in 
FIG. 3A. If the hologram memory 3 is in the form of a card 
or a sheet for recording element holograms 8A, 8B as a 
tWo-dimensional array on the tWo-dimensional surface of 
the hologram memory 3, then the element holograms 8A, 8B 
may be recorded in the format shoWn in FIG. 3B. 
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[0060] The element holograms BA, 8B recorded in the 
hologram memory 3 are reproduced as folloWs: For repro 
ducing the element holograms 8A, 8B that are recorded in 
the hologram memory 3 as shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B, the 
hologram reader applies reproducing reference beams at the 
same angles as the recording reference beams L3A, L3B and 
reads a reproduced image generated from the hologram 
memory 3. 

[0061] FIGS. 4A and 4B shoW the beam spots of repro 
ducing reference beams applied to the hologram memory 3. 
FIG. 4A shoWs the beam spot SPA of a reproducing refer 
ence beam that is applied at the same angle as the recording 
reference beam L3A. The beam spot SPA has a diameter 
equal to or greater than the diameter of the element holo 
grams 8A, 8B, i.e., has a siZe large enough to read an overall 
reproduced image of one element hologram 8A. Further 
more, When the beam spot SPA is applied in coaxial align 
ment With the unoverlapping area NWa of a certain element 
hologram 8A, the beam spot SPA is of a siZe not large 
enough to reach left and right element holograms 8A that are 
positioned across tWo element holograms 8B adjacent to that 
certain element hologram 8A. Though not shoWn, the beam 
spot SPB of a reproducing reference beam that is applied at 
the same angle as the recording reference beam L3B has the 
same siZe as the beam spot SPB. 

[0062] FIG. 4B shoWs the beam spot SPB of a reproduc 
ing reference beam that is applied at the same angle as the 
recording reference beam L3B. The beam spot SPB has the 
same siZe as described above With reference to FIG. 4A With 
respect to a scanning direction. Speci?cally, When the beam 
spot SPB is applied in coaxial alignment With the unover 
lapping area NWb of a certain element hologram 8B, the 
beam spot SPB is of a siZe not large enough to reach left and 
right element holograms 8B that are positioned across tWo 
element holograms 8A adjacent to that certain element 
hologram 8B in the scanning direction. Furthermore, the 
beam spot SPB is of a siZe not large enough to reach element 
holograms 8B in vertically adjacent roWs in FIG. 4B. 
Though not shoWn, the beam spot SPB of a reproducing 
reference beam that is applied at the same angle as the 
recording reference beam L3A has the same siZe as the beam 
spot SPA. 

[0063] Stated otherWise, the distances by Which the beam 
spot and the hologram memory 3 are relatively displaced 
When the element holograms 8A, 8B are recorded as shoWn 
in FIGS. 3A, 3B, i.e., the distances d1, d2 by Which the 
element holograms 8A, 8B are spaced, are selected in vieW 
of the relationship betWeen the spot siZe and the siZe of the 
element holograms in order to produce the element holo 
grams 8A, 8B and the beam spots SPA, SPB as shoWn in 
FIGS. 4A, 4B. 

[0064] FIGS. 5A and 5B shoW the manner in Which data 
of element holograms 8A, 8B are read, i.e., reproduced 
images of element holograms 8A, 8B are read. The holo 
gram reader has a collimator lens 4 and an imager 5 for 
reading reproduced images, and reference light sources 7A, 
7B for generating reproducing reference beams. The refer 
ence light source 7A applies a reproducing reference beam 
L4A to the hologram memory 3 at the same angle as the 
recording reference beam L3A. The reference light source 
7B applies a reproducing reference beam L4B to the holo 
gram memory 3 at the same angle as the recording reference 
beam L3B. 
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[0065] As shown in FIG. 5A, an element hologram 8A is 
scanned at the time When the beam spot SPA of the repro 
ducing reference beam L4A covers the element hologram 8A 
in its entirety. Speci?cally, the beam spot SPA of the 
reproducing reference beam L4A has its center positioned 
near the center of the element hologram 8A. At this time, 
only the reference light source 7A is turned on, and the 
reference light source 7B is turned o?‘. The beam spot SPA 
generates a reproduced image of the element hologram 8A, 
and the reproduced image is read by the imager 5 through 
the collimator lens 4. At this time, left and right element 
holograms 8B Which partly overlap the element hologram 
8A are element holograms that have been recorded by the 
recording reference beam L3B applied at an angle different 
from the angle of the reproducing reference beam L4A. 
Therefore, even though those left and right element holo 
grams 8B include portions covered by the beam spot SPA, 
no reproduced images are generated from the element holo 
grams 8B. Left and right element holograms 8A, not shoWn 
in FIG. 5A, that are positioned across those left and right 
element holograms 8B from the element hologram 8A are 
not positioned in the range of the beam spot SPA at this time, 
as can be understood from FIGS. 4A, 4B. Consequently, 
When the element hologram 8A is scanned as shoWn in FIG. 
5A, only the reproduced image of the element hologram 8A 
can be read by the imager 5 With almost no crosstalk. 

[0066] As shoWn in FIG. 5B, an element hologram 8B is 
scanned at the time When the beam spot SPB of the repro 
ducing reference beam L4B covers the element hologram 8B 
in its entirety. Speci?cally, the beam spot SPB of the 
reproducing reference beam L4B has its center positioned 
near the center of the element hologram 8B. At this time, 
only the reference light source 7B is turned on, and the 
reference light source 7A is turned o?‘. The beam spot SPB 
generates a reproduced image of the element hologram 8B, 
and the reproduced image is read by the imager 5 through 
the collimator lens 4. At this time, left and right element 
holograms 8A Which partly overlap the element hologram 
8B are element holograms that have been recorded by the 
recording reference beam L3A applied at an angle different 
from the angle of the reproducing reference beam L4B. 
Therefore, even though those left and right element holo 
grams 8A include portions covered by the beam spot SPB, 
no reproduced images are generated from the element holo 
grams 8A. Left and right element holograms 8B, not shoWn 
in FIG. 5B, that are positioned across those left and right 
element holograms 8A from the element hologram 8B are 
not positioned in the range of the beam spot SPB at this time, 
as can be understood from FIGS. 4A, 4B. Consequently, 
When the element hologram 8B is scanned as shoWn in FIG. 
5B, only the reproduced image of the element hologram 8B 
can be read by the imager 5 With almost no crosstalk. 

[0067] For obtaining a reproduced image of an element 
hologram, the reproducing reference beam spots SPA, SPB 
have to be a siZe equal to or greater than the siZe of the 
element hologram. Since the center of the element hologram 
and the center of the reference beam spots SPA, SPB may 
not necessarily be aligned With each other When the element 
hologram is scanned for reproducing data therefrom, the siZe 
of the reference beam spots SPA, SPB actually needs to be 
greater than the siZe of the element holograms. The element 
holograms 8A, 8B Which are successively recorded While 
overlapping each other in the overlapping areas W and 
having the respective unoverlapping areas NWa, NWb con 
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tribute to the reduction of crosstalk. Speci?cally, because a 
certain distance is provided betWeen element holograms in 
order to provide the unoverlapping area NWa, When the 
reference beam spot SPA is applied near the center of an 
element hologram 8A, even if the reference beam spot SPA 
is of a diameter greater than the diameter of the element 
hologram 8A, the reference beam spot SPA does not reach 
an element hologram 8A of the same type Which is posi 
tioned across an element hologram 8B from the element 
hologram 8A. 

[0068] The foregoing details Will be summariZed as fol 
loWs: By successively recording element holograms based 
on tWo-dimensional page data in the hologram memory 3, a 
medium having a relatively large capacity for recording 
computer data and AV contents data is realiZed. As the 
distance betWeen element holograms is reduced, the record 
ing density is increased. If the reference beam spot is greater 
than an element hologram in reproducing recorded data 
therefrom, then a reproduced image of an adjacent element 
hologram tends to be also detected, resulting in crosstalk. 
This problem occurs also on Lippmann holograms employ 
ing a photopolymer or embossed holograms produced as 
CGH (Computer-Generated Holograms). 

[0069] According to the present embodiment, attention is 
draWn to the fact that a reproduced image of a recorded 
element hologram is obtained When a reference beam is 
applied to the element hologram at the same angle as When 
a reference beam is applied to record the element hologram. 
If element holograms 8A, 8B recorded by recording refer 
ence beams L3A, L3B applied at different angles are posi 
tioned adjacent to each other in the hologram memory 3, 
then the recording density can be increased While reducing 
crosstalk betWeen the adjacent element holograms. Speci? 
cally, When the element hologram 8A is to be reproduced, 
the reproducing reference beam L4A is used. Since the angle 
of the reproducing reference beam L4A is Widely different 
from the angle of the recording reference beam L3B applied 
to record the element hologram 8B, no signal is reproduced 
from the element hologram 8B even if the reproducing 
reference beam L4A is applied to the element hologram 8B. 
Therefore, crosstalk is not increased even if the distance 
betWeen adjacent holograms is increased. Furthermore, inas 
much as the siZe of the reproducing reference beam spots 
SPA, SPB, the siZe of the element holograms 8A, 8B, and the 
distances d1, d2 betWeen the element holograms 8A, 8B are 
established as described above With reference to FIGS. 4A 
and 4B, only one element hologram 8A is covered by one 
reference beam spot SPA at a certain time. Stated otherWise, 
at the time When the center of the reference beam spot SPA 
is substantially aligned With the center of the element 
hologram 8A, no reproduced image is generated from other 
element holograms 8A of the same type. Accordingly, When 
a reproduced image is read at this time, almost no crosstalk 
is produced from other element holograms 8A. 

[0070] According to the present embodiment, therefore, 
though the element holograms 8A, 8B are recorded in a high 
density, data essentially free of crosstalk can be read there 
from. The element holograms 8A, 8B are recorded overlap 
pingly in the overlapping areas W. It has already been knoWn 
in the art that if the hologram memory 3 is made of a 
photopolymer, then it is possible to record a plurality of 
element holograms overlappingly. Such overlapping record 
ing is apparent because a plurality of element holograms are 
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recorded overlappingly according to shift multiplexing and 
angle multiplexing as described above. For reading repro 
ducing images of respective element holograms at times for 
eliminating crosstalk, the reproducing apparatus (hologram 
reader) needs to be able to determine those times (scanning 
times). The scanning times are determined using the iden 
ti?cation marks described above. Speci?cally, the identi? 
cation marks are provided as the White area Wa and the black 
area Ba in the tWo-dimensional page data referred to as the 
data Da, and as the black area Bb and the White area Wb in 
the tWo-dimensional page data referred to as the data Db. 
The identi?cation marks Will be described later With respect 
to a hologram reader, Which Will be described later With 
reference to FIGS. 7, 8, 9A through 9H as an embodiment 
of the reproducing apparatus. 

[0071] According to the present embodiment, the element 
holograms 8A, 8B are recorded using the respective record 
ing reference beams L3A, L3B. The hologram memory 3 
can be copied into a large number of duplicates according to 
a contact copying process. Speci?cally, a hologram blank is 
held in close contact With the hologram memory 3 as a copy 
master, and a reference beam is applied to them at the same 
angle as the recording reference beam L3A to transfer the 
element holograms 8A from the copy master to the hologram 
blank and a reference beam is applied to them at the same 
angle as the recording reference beam L3B to transfer the 
element holograms 8B from the copy master to the hologram 
blank. 

[0072] In the above embodiment, tWo recording reference 
beams L3A, L3B applied at different angles have been 
described as reference beams. HoWever, it is also possible to 
use a greater number of reference beams at different angles. 
FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C shoW an example in Which element 
holograms 8A, 8B, 8C, SD of four types are recorded. Data 
to be recorded, each in the form of a data block as tWo 
dimensional page data, as shoWn in FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, 
are successively sorted alternately as data of a ?rst type (data 
Da), data of a second type (data Db), data of a third type 
(data Dc), and data of a fourth type (data Dd). When the data 
Da is encoded into tWo-dimensional page data, as shoWn in 
FIG. 6C, a White area Wa and a black area Ba are provided 
as identi?cation marks respectively in upper and loWer left 
corners of an image represented by the data Da. When the 
data Db is encoded into tWo-dimensional page data, a black 
area Bb and a White area Wb are provided as identi?cation 
marks respectively in the upper and loWer left comers of an 
image represented by the data Db. When the data Dc is 
encoded into tWo-dimensional page data, a White area Wc 
and a black Bc are provided as identi?cation marks respec 
tively in the upper and loWer right corners of an image 
represented by the data Dc. When the data Dd is encoded 
into tWo-dimensional page data, a black area Bd and a White 
area Wd are provided as identi?cation marks respectively in 
the upper and loWer right comers of an image represented by 
the data Dd. 

[0073] Then, as With the linear array of element holograms 
shoWn in FIG. 3A, a linear array of element holograms 8A, 
8B of the ?rst and second types is recorded based on the data 
Da, Db. Arecording reference beam is applied at a ?rst angle 
to record the element holograms 8A, and a recording refer 
ence beam is applied at a second angle to record the element 
holograms 8B. Then, a next linear array of element holo 
grams 8C, SD of the third and fourth types is recorded based 
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on the data Dc, Dd. A recording reference beam is applied 
at a third angle to record the element holograms 8C, and a 
recording reference beam is applied at a fourth angle to 
record the element holograms 8D. The linear arrays are 
recorded at a spaced distance d3 Which is smaller than the 
spaced distance d2 shoWn in FIG. 3B. The above recording 
process is repeated to record the element holograms 8A, 8B, 
8C, 8D as shoWn in FIG. 6A. 

[0074] FIG. 6B shoWs a reference beam spot SPB for 
reproducing the element holograms 8B. As shoWn in FIG. 
6B, at a certain time during the scanning process, i.e., When 
the center of the reference beam spot SPB is substantially 
aligned With the center of a certain element hologram 8B, 
other element holograms 8A, 8C, 8D are partly covered by 
the reference beam spot SPB, but other element holograms 
8B of the same type are not covered by the reference beam 
spot SPB. Reproduced images of the other element holo 
grams 8A, 8C, 8D are not regenerated by the reference beam 
spot SPB. Consequently, at the time shoWn in FIG. 6B, the 
reproduced image of only one element hologram 8B can be 
read Without crosstalk. By recording the element holograms 
8A, 8B, 8C, 8D With reference beams at respective four 
different angles, the distances d3 by Which the linear arrays 
of element holograms are spaced can be made smaller for 
recording data at a higher packing density. 

[3. Reproducing Apparatus Arrangement] 

[0075] A hologram reader 20 as a reproducing apparatus 
for reproducing data recorded in the hologram memory 3 
described above With reference to FIGS. 2A, 2B, 3A and 3B, 
according to the reproducing process described above With 
reference to FIGS. 4A, 4b and 5, Will be described beloW. 

[0076] First, structural details of the hologram reader, 
generally denoted by 20 in FIG. 7, Will be described beloW 
With reference to FIG. 7. In FIG. 7, the hologram reader 20 
has a system controller 21 including a microcomputer, for 
example, for controlling various components of the holo 
gram reader 20 for reading recorded data from the hologram 
memory 3. The system controller 21 also monitors operating 
information from an operating unit 33 and controls various 
components of the hologram reader 20 based on operating 
actions of the user. The system controller 21 controls a 
display unit 34 to display various items of information to be 
presented to the user. 

[0077] The hologram reader 20 has a collimator lens 4, an 
imager 5, and tWo reference beam sources 7A, 7B for 
reading recorded data from the hologram memory 3. The 
reference beam source 7A is located for emitting a repro 
ducing reference beam L4A to the hologram memory 3 at the 
same angle as the recording reference beam L3A. The 
reference beam source 7B is located for emitting a repro 
ducing reference beam L4B to the hologram memory 3 at the 
same angle as the recording reference beam L3B. The 
collimator lens 4 guides reproduced image light from the 
hologram memory 3 to the imager 5. The imager 5 includes 
a solid-state imaging device array such as a CMOS image 
sensor, a CCD image sensor, or the like. The imager 5 
detects the reproduced image light applied through the 
collimator lens 4 and outputs an electric reproduced image 
signal representative of the reproduced image light. 

[0078] The reference beam sources 7A, 7B, Which may 
include LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), are energiZed to emit 
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light by a light emission driver 30. When the hologram 
reader 20 is to reproduce recorded data from the hologram 
memory 3, the light emission driver 30 turns on and off the 
reference beam sources 7A, 7B at predetermined respective 
times according to instructions from the system controller 
21. 

[0079] A hologram scan controller 22 controls operation 
of the imager 5 and processes the reproduced image signal 
generated by the imager 5. Speci?cally, the hologram scan 
controller 22 supplies the imager 5 With a transfer timing 
signal, a transfer address signal, etc. to successively transfer 
a reproduced image signal Which is generated by the solid 
state imaging device array during an image capturing pro 
cess. The hologram scan controller 22 then performs various 
processing processes, including a sampling process, an AGC 
process, an A/D conversion process, etc. on the reproduced 
image signal transferred from the imager 5, and outputs the 
processed reproduced image signal. 

[0080] The imager S supplies signals SA, SB from sensing 
areas thereof, Which correspond to the identi?cation marks 
assigned to the tWo-dimensional page data as described 
above, to a computing unit 32. The computing unit 32 
supplies a differential signal (SA-SB) Which represents the 
difference betWeen the signals SA, SB through the hologram 
scan controller 22 to the system controller 21. As described 
later, the system controller 21 determining scanning times 
based on the differential signal (SA-SB), controls the holo 
gram scan controller 22 to read reproduced image signals 
from the imager 5 and to store the read image signals into a 
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) 24, and also 
controls the reference beam sources 7A, 7B for emitting the 
reference beams. 

[0081] The digital reproduced image signal output from 
the hologram scan controller 22 is stored in the DRAM 24 
under the control of a memory controller 23. The memory 
controller 23 controls the transfer of data to be stored in the 
DRAM 24 and a ?ash memory 25, and also controls the 
Writing and reading of data to and from the DRAM 24 and 
the ?ash memory 25. The reproduced image signal that is 
stored in the DRAM 24 is processed by a hologram image 
processor 27 and a signal processor 28. An SRAM (Static 
Random Access Memory) 29 is used to exchange the 
processed image signal and information required to process 
the image signal betWeen the hologram image processor 27 
and the signal processor 28, and the system controller 21. 
The ?ash memory 25 stores settings, coe?icients, and vari 
ous control parameters that are required for signal process 
ing in the hologram image processor 27 and the signal 
processor 28. 

[0082] The hologram image processor 27 corrects the 
reproduced image signal for optical distortions representing 
data variations due to optical reasons, adjusts the brightness 
of the reproduced image signal, corrects the reproduced 
image signal for image position displacements, and corrects 
the reproduced image signal for image angle displacements. 
The hologram image processor 27 also converts the repro 
duced image signal into a binary signal having tWo White 
and black values if the reproduced image signal output from 
the imager 5 represents gradation image data. This is 
because the data to be read from the hologram memory 3 are 
tWo-dimensional page data as tWo White and black values 
converted from the original recorded data. 
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[0083] The signal processor 28 performs a decoding pro 
cess and an error-correcting process on the binary repro 
duced image signal representing a tWo-dimensional image 
pattern, thereby producing the original data. Speci?cally, the 
signal processor 28 generates a single data block BLD as 
shoWn in FIG. 2C from a reproduced image signal repre 
senting a single tWo-dimensional image. The signal proces 
sor 28 generates a sequence of data blocks BLK from 
reproduced image signals representing respective tWo-di 
mensional page dada images stored in the DRAM 24, and 
arranges the data blocks BLK in the order of addresses to 
generate the recorded original data, e.g., computer data or 
AV contents data. The signal processor 28 may compress or 
expand the computer data or AV contents data, encode the 
computer data or AV contents data for transmission or 
recording, or decode the computer data or AV contents data 
that have been encrypted. 

[0084] The data generated by the signal processor 28 are 
transferred as reproduced data from the hologram memory 3 
through an external interface 26 to an external device 100 
such as a personal computer, an AV device such as an audio 
player or a video player, or a cellular phone. The external 
interface 26 may be a USB interface or an interface accord 
ing to standards other than the USB standards. The user can 
use the reproduced data from the hologram memory 3 
through the external device 100. For example, the user may 
use computer data on a personal computer or may reproduce 
AV contents data on an AV device or a cellular phone. 

[0085] A medium drive for recording data on a certain 
recording medium may be connected to the hologram reader 
20, and the reproduced data obtained by the signal processor 
28 may be recorded on the recording medium by the medium 
drive. The recording medium may be an optical disc, a 
magnetooptical disc, or the like. For example, the recording 
medium may be recordable discs according to various 
formats including a CD (Compact Disc) format, a DVD 
(Digital Versatile Disc) format, Blu-Ray Disc format, an MD 
(Mini Disc) format, etc. If any of the discs of these types are 
used as the recording discs, then the medium drive performs 
an encoding process, an error-correcting code process, a 
compression process, etc. depending on the discs on audio 
data and records the processed audio data on the discs. The 
recording disc may also be a hard disc. If the recording disc 
is a hard disc, then the medium drive includes an HDD (Hard 
Disc Drive). The recording disc may alternatively be a 
portable memory card With a built-in solid-state memory or 
a built-in solid-state memory. If the recording disc is such a 
portable memory card or a built-in solid-state memory, then 
the medium drive includes a recording unit for recording 
data in a portable memory card or a built-in solid-state 
memory. The medium drive processes audio data according 
to necessary signal processing processes and records the 
processed audio data in the portable memory card or the 
built-in solid-state memory. 

[0086] The hologram reader 20 may also have an audio 
data reproducing and outputting system and a video data 
reproducing and outputting system for decoding and out 
putting AV contents data that have been reproduced from a 
recording medium by the medium drive. Audio data repro 
duced by the medium drive may be transferred through the 
external interface 26 to the external device. If the reproduced 
data are recorded in a portable recording medium such as a 
CD, a DVD, a Blu-Ray disc, an MD, a memory card, or the 
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like, then the recording medium may be played on the 
external device for the user to use the reproduced data read 
from the hologram memory 3. 

[4. Reproducing Operation on Hologram Memory] 

[0087] The hologram reader 20 performs the reproducing 
process described above With reference to FIGS. 5A and 
5B. The hologram reader 20 controls the reference light 
sources 7A, 7B for emitting reproducing reference beams 
L4A, L4B to the element holograms 8A, 8B in the hologram 
memory 3 at suitable times and also controls the imager 5 to 
read a reproduced image signal. Details of the reproducing 
process performed by the hologram reader 20 Will be 
described beloW. 

[0088] FIG. 8 shoWs a reproducing sequence of the holo 
gram reader 20, i.e., the system controller 21, for reading 
recorded data from the hologram memory 3, and FIGS. 9A 
through 9H shoW a linear array of element holograms and 
signal Waveforms produced in the reproducing sequence. As 
shoWn in FIG. 9A, the element holograms 8A, 8B are 
recorded in partly overlapping relation in the hologram 
memory 3 according to the process described above With 
reference to FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B. The hologram reader 20 
alternately scans the element holograms 8A, 8B recorded in 
the hologram memory 3 in the scanning direction shoWn in 
FIG. 9A. 

[0089] In the present embodiment, the scanning operation 
of the hologram reader 20 is not limited to any speci?c 
process, but may be performed according to various pro 
cesses. For example, the hologram reader 20 may have a 
loading mechanism for loading the hologram memory 3, and 
may also have a scanning mechanism for moving the 
collimator lens 4 and the imager 5 With respect to the 
hologram memory 3 loaded by the loading mechanism. 
Alternatively, the hologram reader 20 may move the holo 
gram memory 3 With respect to a ?xed reading position 
provided by the collimator lens 4 and the imager 5. Further 
alternatively, the hologram reader 20 may be constructed as 
a small-siZe device, and the user may hold the hologram 
reader 20 by hand and move the hologram reader 20 over the 
surface of the hologram memory 3. In any of these scanning 
schemes, the reading position provided by the collimator 
lens 4 and the imager 5 for reading a reproduced image is 
moved over the element holograms 8A, 8B as shoWn in FIG. 
9A. 

[0090] A signal SA shoWn in FIG. 9B is a signal that is 
obtained as an image signal from the upper left comer of the 
reproduced image by the imager 5. A signal SB shoWn in 
FIG. 9C is a signal that is obtained as an image signal from 
the loWer left comer of the reproduced image by the imager 
5. Therefore, the signal SA is an image signal (reproduced 
image signal) representing the White area Wa of the data Da 
shoWn in FIG. 2A and the black area Bb of the data Db 
shoWn in FIG. 2B as identi?cation marks, and the signal SB 
is an image signal (reproduced image signal) representing 
the black area Ba of the data Da shoWn in FIG. 2A and the 
White area Wb of the data Db shoWn in FIG. 2B as 
identi?cation marks. A differential signal (SA-SB) shoWn in 
FIG. 9D is a signal that is generated by the computing unit 
32 as representing the difference betWeen the signals SA, 
SB. 

[0091] The process of the system controller 21 for reading 
recorded data from the hologram memory 3 Will be 
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described beloW With reference to the ?owchart shoWn in 
FIG. 8. The system controller 21 instructs the light emission 
driver 30 to turn on the reference light sources 7A, 7B for 
emitting reproducing reference beams L4A, L4B to the 
hologram memory 3 in step F101. While the hologram 
memory 3 is being irradiated With both the reproducing 
reference beams L4A, L4B, the imager 5 detects reproduced 
images from both the element holograms 8A, 8B. 

[0092] The signals SA, SB and the differential signal 
(SA-SB) that are generated at this time are shoWn in FIGS. 
9B, 9C, 9D, respectively. As shoWn in FIG. 2A, the data Da, 
i.e., the reproduced image of the element hologram SA, has 
the White area Wa at the upper left comer thereof, and the 
imager 5 detects a high-level (White-level) image signal 
from the White area Wa Which is a high-luminance area. As 
shoWn in FIG. 2B, the data Db, i.e., the reproduced image 
of the element hologram 8B, has the black area Bb at the 
upper left comer thereof, and the imager 5 detects a loW 
level (black-level) image signal from the black area Bb 
Which is a loW-luminance area. 

[0093] As the element holograms 8A, 8B are successively 
scanned as shoWn in FIG. 9A, the upper left corner of the 
reproduced image changes from a White image to a mixed 
White and black image to a black image to a mixed White and 
black image to a White image, . . . . Speci?cally, a Whitest 

image is generated at the center of an element hologram 8A, 
and a blackest image is generated at the center of an element 
hologram 8B. The signal SA represents a succession of such 
White, mixed White and black, and black images. Similarly, 
the loWer left comer of the reproduced image changes from 
a black image to a mixed White and black image to a White 
image to a mixed White and black image to a black image, 
Speci?cally, a blackest image is generated at the center of an 
element hologram 8A, and a Whitest image is generated at 
the center of an element hologram 8B. The signal SB 
represents a succession of such black, mixed White and 
black, and White images. 

[0094] The differential signal (SA-SB) generated by the 
computing unit 32 is supplied to the system controller 21. 
The system controller 21 compares the absolute value of the 
differential signal (SA-SB) With a threshold value th in step 
F102. If ]SA—SB]>th, then control goes to step F103. In step 
F103, the system controller 21 determines Whether the 
differential signal (SA-SB) is of a positive value or a 
negative value. If the differential signal (SA-SB) is of a 
positive value, then control goes to step S104 in Which the 
system controller 21 turns off the reference beam source 7B 
and turns on only the reference beam source 7A to apply the 
reference beam L4A to the hologram memory 3. In step 
F105, the system controller 21 controls the hologram scan 
controller 22 to read a reproduced image signal generated 
from the imager 5 only during the period of the reference 
beam L4A as the reproduced image signal of the element 
hologram 8A (data Da). If the differential signal (SA-SB) is 
of a negative value, then control goes to step S106 in Which 
the system controller 21 turns off the reference beam source 
7A and turns on only the reference beam source 7B to apply 
the reference beam L4B to the hologram memory 3. In step 
F107, the system controller 21 controls the hologram scan 
controller 22 to read a reproduced image signal generated 
from the imager 5 only during the period of the reference 
beam L4B as the reproduced image signal of the element 
hologram 8B (data Db). 
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[0095] The reproduced image signal read in step F105 or 
F107 is processed by the hologram scan controller 22, and 
then stored in the DRAM 24 in step F108. In step F109, the 
system controller 21 determines Whether the reading of 
reproduced image signals representing tWo-dimensional 
page data from all the element holograms has been com 
pleted or not. If not completed, then control goes back to 
step F101 to continue the scanning operation. When the 
reading of reproduced image signals from all the element 
holograms has been completed, the reading of all the data 
blocks BLK shoWn in FIG. 2C has been completed. If one 
data block BLK is recorded as one element hologram in the 
hologram memory 3, then When the reading of the element 
hologram in step F105 or F107 is completed, it is judged in 
step F109 that the reading of a reproduced image signal from 
the element hologram has been completed. According to a 
certain recording format, one data block BLK may be 
recorded as a plurality of element blocks. Speci?cally, a 
plurality of element blocks each representing the same data 
may be recorded in the hologram memory 3. Such a record 
ing format may be employed to improve the reproduction 
reliability and increase the reliability of the scanning opera 
tion. In such a case, it may be judged in step F109 that the 
reading process has been completed before all the element 
holograms are read. Consequently, When the reproduced 
image signals of all the data blocks BLK as shoWn in FIG. 
2C have been read, it is judged in step F109 that the reading 
process has been completed. 

[0096] When the reading process has been completed, the 
system controller 21 reconstructs the data read from the 
hologram memory 3. Speci?cally, the system controller 21 
controls the hologram image processor 27 and the signal 
processor 28 to process the reproduced image signals of all 
the data blocks BLK to reconstruct the recorded original 
data. In step F111, the system controller 21 instructs the light 
emission driver 30 to turn off the reference light sources 7A, 
7B for terminating the emission of the reproducing reference 
beams L4A, L4B. The process of reading recorded data from 
the hologram memory 3 is put to an end. 

[0097] The timing to read data in steps F105, F107 Will be 
described beloW With reference to FIGS. 9A through 9H. A 
period AB shoWn in FIG. 9G is a period in Which both the 
reference light sources 7A, 7B are turned on after step F101. 
The differential signal (SA-SB) representing the difference 
betWeen the signals SA, SB shoWn in FIGS. 9B and 9C is 
illustrated in FIG. 9D. The absolute value [SA-SB] of the 
differential signal (SA-SB) is greater than the threshold 
value th in step F102 during the period in Which the 
differential signal (SA-SB) exceeds either a positive thresh 
old value th or a negative threshold value th shoWn in FIG. 
9D. 

[0098] If the differential signal (SA-SB) is of a positive 
value in step F103, i.e., during the period in Which the 
differential signal (SA-SB) exceeds the positive threshold 
value th shoWn in FIG. 9D, the reference beam source 7B 
is turned off as shoWn in FIG. 9F, and the hologram memory 
3 is irradiated With only the reproducing reference beam 
L4A from the reference beam source 7A during a period A 
shoWn in FIG. 9G. As can be seen from FIGS. 9A, 9E, 9F, 
9G, the period A is a period in Which the center of the beam 
spot SPA of the reference beam L4A as it moves in the 
scanning direction is substantially aligned With the center of 
an element hologram 8A, i.e., the state shoWn in FIG. 5A is 
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present. Therefore, as shoWn in FIG. 9H, the system con 
troller 21 supplies a data reading timing signal TA to the 
hologram scan controller 22 during the period A to read a 
reproduced image signal generated at the time as the repro 
duced image signal from the element hologram 8A. During 
the period A, since the reference beam L4B is turned off, no 
image signal is generated from the element hologram 8B 
that is covered by the spot SPA of the reproducing reference 
beam L4A. At this time, the spot SPA is not applied to 
element holograms 8A other than the element hologram 8A 
Which is being irradiated. During the period A, therefore, 
only a reproduced image from the single element hologram 
8A irradiated With the spot SPA is detected by the imager 5. 
When the reproduced image signal from the imager 5 is read 
during the period A in step F105, it is obtained as the 
reproduced image signal from the element hologram 8A 
With no or little crosstalk from the other element holograms 
8B, 8A. 

[0099] If the differential signal (SA-SB) is of a negative 
value in step F103, i.e., during the period in Which the 
differential signal (SA-SB) exceeds the negative threshold 
value th shoWn in FIG. 9D, the reference beam source 7A 
is turned off as shoWn in FIG. 9E, and the hologram 
memory 3 is irradiated With only the reproducing reference 
beam L4B from the reference beam source 7B during a 
period B shoWn in FIG. 9G. As can be seen from FIGS. 9A, 
9E, 9F, 9G, the period B is a period in Which the center of 
the beam spot SPB of the reference beam L4B as it moves 
in the scanning direction is substantially aligned With the 
center of an element hologram 8B, i.e., the state shoWn in 
FIG. 5B is present. Therefore, as shoWn in FIG. 9H, the 
system controller 21 supplies a data reading timing signal 
TB to the hologram scan controller 22 during the period B 
to read a reproduced image signal generated at the time as 
the reproduced image signal from the element hologram 8B. 
During the period B, since the reference beam L4A is turned 
off, no image signal is generated from the element hologram 
8A that is covered by the spot SPB of the reproducing 
reference beam L4B. At this time, the spot SPB is not 
applied to element holograms 8B other than the element 
hologram 8B Which is being irradiated. During the period B, 
therefore, only a reproduced image from the single element 
hologram 8B irradiated With the spot SPB is detected by the 
imager 5. When the reproduced image signal from the 
imager 5 is read during the period B in step F107, it is 
obtained as the reproduced image signal from the element 
hologram 8B With no or little crosstalk from the other 
element holograms 8A, 8B. 

[0100] As described above, the hologram reader 20 can 
read high-quality reproduced signals of the element holo 
grams 8A, 8B from the hologram memory 3 in Which the 
element holograms 8A, 8B are successively recorded such 
that adjacent ones of the element holograms 8A, 8B overlap 
each other in the overlapping area W (see FIGS. 3A, 3B) 
and have the respective unoverlapping areas NWa, NWb 
(see FIGS. 3A, 3B). Since the differential signal (SA-SB) 
functioning as a servo signal is obtained from White and 
black areas serving as identi?cation marks in reproduced 
images of the element holograms 8A, 8B, and scanning 
times are detected based on the differential signal (SA-SB), 
no complex arrangement is needed to control the timing to 
read data. Furthermore, as scanning times are detected from 
the reproduced images of the element holograms 8A, 8B, the 
relative movement of the collimator lens 4 and the imager 5, 








